SECTION 440  REMOVAL OF EXISTING PAVEMENT AND APPURTENANCES
(LCDOT)  For use on LCDOT & IDOT let project with removal items.  Delete this note from the Contract Specifications.

Effective:  October 17, 2016

**Description:** This work shall consist of the complete removal of existing pavement, paved shoulders, driveway pavement, median, curb, gutter, combination curb and gutter, paved ditch, and sidewalk.

**General:** The work shall be performed according to Section 440 of the “Standard Specifications” and the following:

*The full depth, perpendicular, straight joint saw cut at the limits of the removal shall be included in the unit price of the item to be removed.*

*Should the Contractor deface any edge, a new sawed joint shall be provided and any additional work, including removal and replacement, shall be done at the Contractor’s expense.*

**Basis of Payment:** This work will be paid for according to Article 440.08 of the “Standard Specifications”.